
AI is Dead: Long Live AIPaul QualtroughDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Aucklandemail: paulq@cs.auckland.ac.nzMarch 1999AbstractThe time seems ripe to reect on the state of AI and re-evaluate its goals andtechniques. It is argued that a fundamental oversight has been made in adopting afocus on knowledge and reasoning without simultaneously emphasising understand-ing and meaning. Despite not being able to de�ne the latter term precisely, we canexploit our limited knowledge of meaning to argue that most AI e�orts will simplynever achieve arti�cial intelligence of the kind that many pioneers in the �eld envis-aged, or that most members of the public imagine when they hear this term. Theonly route to this goal is argued to be via learning, and objections to this approachare argued to be weak or awed. A number of implications of learning with thespeci�c aim of acquiring meaning and understanding capabilities are discussed.1 IntroductionA spate of recent anniversaries has served to remind us that it is barely �fty years sincethe �rst computers were switched on and the computer revolution began. Today it is easyto be impressed by the impact of computer technology on diverse �elds from cell biologyto cosmology, or from power generation to publishing. But in one much-publicised �eldwhere computer technology seemed to promise so much, viz. arti�cial intelligence (AI), solittle seems to have been delivered. Despite con�dent predictions that arti�cial intelligencewas just around the corner (e.g. see [2]), when it comes to the archetypical pinnacle of AIresearch | a mobile robot | the present truth is that they have considerable di�cultyin recognising a corner, let alone moving around it.In fact, many AI systems, including mobile robots, su�er from problems of brittleness| they may function well under controlled conditions, but outside their unintentionallynarrow and ill-de�ned domains, they can fail catastrophically. For example, a robot whichoperates well in a di�usely lit laboratory may be confused by its own shadow in direct1



sunlight. Such failures may be easy to understand when they occur, but are very di�cultto predict in advance because of the ill-de�nition of the system's domain.So where, if anywhere, has AI gone wrong? Is there a better approach than those wehave adopted? Have we overlooked something? There seems to be steady progress, albeitslow, but is it in the right direction? Is there even a clear goal for AI? I shall consideronly some of these questions, the clearest answer to any of them proving to be a \yes" tothe third one just posed. This conclusion will have some clear implications to answeringsome of the other questions, while remaining ones are only posed to encourage readers toundertake their own assessment of the past, present and future of AI.2 IntelligenceWhat is intelligence? Despite many attempts to answer this question in the history ofAI, no satisfactory de�nition of intelligence has ever been produced. I shall not attemptto redress this situation but would suggest that one of the earliest landmark papers onarti�cial intelligence remains one of its most important.Alan Turing's 1950 paper [23] questioned whether computers might be capable ofdemonstrating intelligence, how one might test for this intelligence, and how one might goabout producing it. Having assumed more than justi�ed a \yes" answer to the �rst of thesequestions, and gone into some detail on the second, Turing briey outlined two proposalsto address the last of them. The second of these was to produce arti�cial intelligenceby programming a computer to learn from interactive experiences with our human world.The idea appeared to fall out of favour very quickly, in part due to the di�culties involvedin implementing it. Recently it has resurfaced, been discussed in a positive light, and usedto inspire new directions in intelligent systems research (e.g. [24, 4]).In contrast, while it has had many critics, Turing's proposed test for intelligencehas never lost its relevance. Due to our inability to de�ne intelligence in precise terms,we remain highly reliant on observations to distinguish between behaviours we considerintelligent, and those which fall short of this mark. The way Turing proposes to test thebehaviour of a potentially intelligent machine is interesting to note.Turing pictures an anonymous interview between a human judge and two unknownparties, only one of which is a woman. The woman's task is to help the judge identify heras the woman. The other party is either a man or machine which seeks to be identi�ed(incorrectly) as the woman. All communication between the judge and these partiesoccurs via a medium which removes any physical di�erences between the woman and theman or machine. The machine is deemed to be as intelligent as a man when it can causethe judge to incorrectly identify it as a woman at least as often as a man can.The judge issues questions to probe the knowledge of the parties, to test their rea-soning, their recall of events, and so on. He1 is well aware that the man or machine1This is de�nitely not intended as a sexist statement. Rather, if there is any possibility of there being2



will be lying, misleading and/or exaggerating. But there is something deeper than thesesuper�cial features, which I believe to be an implicit test for understanding.Without understanding, I believe Turing thought the judge would be able to trickone party into making some mistake, or producing an inconsistency from which it couldnot satisfactorily recover. This failure would reveal that party to be arti�cial, and byimplication less intelligent than a human being. With understanding, the implication isthat there may be fallibility, but there would also be mechanisms to cope with any suchevents | producing explanations for them, refusing to be drawn in to them, or doingsomething else which is otherwise characteristic of (human) intelligence.Whether or not this interpretation of Turing's paper is what he intended, understand-ing seems to be an important component of our intelligence. So rather than focus on theinde�nable conglomerate which is intelligence, let us turn our attention to the (hopefully)more tangible phenomenon of understanding.3 UnderstandingWhat is understanding? I have only recently become aware of the large amount of philo-sophical and psychological literature on this and related questions, and have not yethad time to survey it to the degree that it warrants. Nevertheless, the relatively smallamount of material I have read, being an assortment of introductory chapters in AI texts,overviews such as [1] and [22], and more in-depth papers such as [25] and [20], seemsconsistent with the conclusions I will draw below from my own observations.Before I begin discussing understanding, I should point out that because of my limitedexposure to the philosophical and psychological literature proper, it may be that someof the words I use will not be employed in the sense which is normal in those �elds. Myapologies if this causes any confusion. To avoid one potential source of confusion, I shallhenceforth restrict myself to describing and using understanding as a verb. As a noun,it may convey either \knowledge" or \meaning", things which are better described usingthose words.It seems to me that understanding is primarily an act of making a meaningful mentalconnection between something previously unknown and something known already. Moregenerally, it is attributing meaning to some event or observation, such as a gesture orstatement; it is coming to know what something means.2 Certainly, meaning is essentialfor understanding, and appears to play two roles in the main process we use to understandthings. That process dominates to the extent that it alone is usually identi�ed with thethings which only a woman can know, then the judge must be male. Since we cannot prove that thereare no such things, it is safest to use a masculine judge.2Regrettably, meaning is as di�cult to de�ne as intelligence. So if you feel the need for these statementsto be grounded, you will have to �nd your own way to do this, and try to bear with me. The onlyde�nitions I could provide would be circular, such as \meaning is what is intended to be understood bysome statement". This is similar to what my Webster dictionary does explicitly, and my Concise Oxforddictionary implies. 3



term \understanding". However, there is an important secondary mechanism which isso closely related to this kind of understanding that I will include it in my de�nition ofunderstanding. I will discuss that mechanism a little later.The �rst role that meaning plays in most of our acts of understanding is simply to existin or otherwise be associated with an item of prior knowledge | the \something known".This knowledge has already been understood; it has previously been made meaningful insome way. The second role of meaning here is that it must exist in the way that suchknowledge is connected to the entity which is unknown. This connecting process maybe viewed as a generalised form of reasoning. It may be purely rational, but it can alsosimply be associative, or even quite illogical | one can indeed be \right for the wrongreasons". As long as the process is meaningful in some way to the agent making theconnection to prior meaningful knowledge, an initially unknown, meaningless entity canitself become meaningful, and be understood. In being understood this item too becomesknowledge.In my view, to say \meaningful knowledge" is redundant | knowledge must havemeaning, or it is not knowledge at all. However, I will occasionally use both wordstogether in this section to stress the relationship between them since there are some sub-tleties involved. As a contrasting example, making a meaningless connection, such asautomatically equating an unfamiliar statement with truth, does not constitute under-standing. In this case it is acceptance, and the process turns the statement into a belief,not knowledge per se. Since forcing computers to accept and act on statements blindly isthe basis of much conventional AI research, I would suggest strongly that despite extensiveuse of the word \knowledge", this work is better characterised as having been concernedwith \belief-engineering" and having produced \belief-bases".Now while one can believe absolutely anything one likes | even in the face of evidenceto the contrary | to know and understand something is a di�erent matter. Accordingly,the problem of brittleness faced by many AI systems seems very likely to be case of mis-understanding | they have been forced to accept things and reproduce behaviour in arote fashion, but they do not know anything per se. In the case of a robot confused byits shadow, a lay person would plausibly classify its behaviour as being due to misunder-standing. Can we argue convincingly that they would be wrong in this assessment? Itseems far more plausible that they would in fact be right.The problem of brittleness is widely argued (if not accepted) to be caused by a lack of\common sense". The conjecture is that systems which su�er from it generally don't haveenough of the sort of \facts" we take for granted. As a result they are often unable to copewith unforeseen situations or even certain variations on known themes. As I have writtenit, I agree with this conjecture, but that agreement only comes by interpreting it in asomewhat unconventional way. The \facts" conventionally deemed necessary are factualones; my opinion is that their validity in any absolute sense is a red herring. Rather, suchinformation as an intelligent system has, simply must be meaningful to it to allow robustoperation; it must be genuinely understood.Put another way, the conventional assumption is that the quality of this common senseis �ne but the quantity is insu�cient. In contrast, my argument is that the quality is the4



primary cause of brittleness, while quantity issues are secondary. While Douglas Lenat haschampioned the quantitative cause and emphasised bulk common sense [12, 11], I wouldargue that qualitative aspects have been shortchanged and that we should emphasisemeaningful knowledge. I have no particular objection to the term \common sense" save towarn that it is not as common as we might like to think it is. All things considered, I agreethat calling this problem the common sense knowledge problem is a good characterisationof the root cause of brittleness.3Now, returning to the distinction made between beliefs and knowledge, let me empha-sise that the common sense knowledge required to avoid brittleness must include meaning-ful ways of reasoning. In some ways this is more important than meaningful facts, sincetoday's knowledge tends to become tomorrow's beliefs. Nevertheless, we observe thatunderstanding by our forebears, or during our own childhoods, was quite possible despitesome of the things once considered factual or rational now being completely laughable tous. What we understand at any time is always a result of the meaning in them | as faras we are aware. When new discoveries expand our awareness, that meaning does notdisappear or diminish, but it comes to account for less of our enlarged reality. The waywe deal with such new phenomena, or shine new light on older observations, is at thecentre of the other way we understand things.This second process, which I also consider to be an act of understanding (but alsoaccept that others may not, and don't see this as a problem), is at least conceptuallystraightforward: we abstract meaning from observations; we induce new concepts or newways of connecting them. In doing so, we create and associate item(s) of knowledge withevent(s) from our experience. For example, we see a number of blue objects, we hearpeople saying the word \blue", and we abstract | and understand | blue as a concept.Or perhaps we acquire and understand these concepts in advance of associating them withany word or linguistic construct. Either way, if we try to explain such a concept, we areusually left without any recourse except to provide examples of it | or to give circularde�nitions. So while we understand concepts like this, we do so in a di�erent way to ourmore utilised form of understanding which involves making connections.To draw this section to a close, let me summarise my perspective on understanding.Understanding is a either generalised reasoning process which connects observations toprior knowledge, or abstraction from direct experience to create completely new knowl-edge. The �rst process dominates our thinking about understanding, and its two compo-nents | reasoning and knowledge | have dominated AI research for most of its history.So a focus on understanding, even if one excludes abstraction from it, conceivably loses nogenerality as far as most AI researchers might be concerned. But abstraction is such animportant supplement to this process that it belongs in all discussions about understand-ing, if not under the banner of understanding itself. Together, both processes are criticallydependent on meaning. My preferred de�nition, adopted from this point forwards, is:3One article I have come across [13] suggests that the common sense knowledge problem is an umbrellaterm for several related problems. Brittleness is not mentioned in this context at all, but the componentproblems are stated as perceived causes rather than as symptoms to be addressed. I infer these symptomsto be brittleness. If I have made an incorrect identi�cation here between brittleness and what is referredto as the common sense knowledge problem, I apologise.5



understanding is the act of making something meaningful.I see no reason to limit what can be made meaningful. So long as something is mademeaningful, then I shall believe that whatever it was that was involved has been under-stood. But if we are going to rely on meaningfulness as the foundation of understanding,then we would no doubt like to understand what meaning means.4 MeaningWhat is meaning? This question has apparently also occupied many philosophers andothers for a very long time, and intensively so in the earlier part of this century [20].Unfortunately, the answer is still not clear. While at times (including here on occasions)it is discussed as if it exists in a tangible sense, it is more often seen as an abstract propertyof \mental objects"; a kind of beauty in the eye (or mind's eye) of its beholder. Whatevermeaning is, it is widely accepted that it could only exist in one's mind (whatever thatmay be) rather than in physical symbols or acts such as words or gestures.For example, when one person talks to another, the meaning is represented ratherthan conveyed; it remains with the speaker, and some facsimile or functionally equivalentversion of it is generated by the listener. Walter Freeman, who reinforces this view, goesfurther and argues that meaning has a concrete existence in the stable patterns of activityamongst brain cells [8]. Most other researchers fall short of suggesting speci�c physicalrelationships between meanings, minds and brains.However, as with understanding, it is not my intention here to review the variousopinions, favour any of them, or shed any further light on this question. I simply don'tthink I can. Rather, let us consider the implications for an intelligent system which isrequired to understand in the sense just de�ned. It would need to abstract and/or exploitmeaning to do this. I will argue that in accepting four things that I have already touchedon, namely:1. meaning is a purely internal, \personal" thing, distinct from external representationsexchanged by autonomous agents;2. meaning can not exist independently of an intentional object | it is always express-ible as \meaning of . . . ";3. the de�nition of understanding above is correct, and therefore (from 2) the existanceof either understanding or meaning necessarily implies the simultaneous existanceof the other;4. there are no other ways an agent may understand other than by abstraction or bymaking meaningful connections to prior meaningful knowledge;we have enough information about meaning to place some important limits on how itcould be utilised, despite not knowing precisely what it is. Unfortunately, until we specify6



exactly what meaning is, we will not be able to de�nitively argue whether or not aparticular agent has understood.Nevertheless, let us consider how synthetic creatures might obtain the meaning theywould need to exhibit understanding. Broadly speaking there are only three possibilities:we take responsibility for giving them meaning; they take responsibility for acquiring theirown meaning; or we argue that meaning is somehow inherent in them and they alreadypossess forms of understanding. I believe we are in a position to rule out the �rst of thesepossibilities, and dismiss the last of them as being of no particular help to us.We may do this by considering two unlike agents, A and B, and some abstract state-ment of a \common sense" fact. Suppose this statement is \atomic" to A in that it is\just the way things are"; it may be directly experienced, and meaning may be abstractedfrom it directly. Suppose, however, that B is unable to make any corresponding directobservation of the phenomenon. For example, a statement such as \when one closes one'seyes, one can't see" may be an \atom" of common sense knowledge to a human but notto a computer.4How could B understand such a statement? Since B has no basis for abstracting therequired meaning directly, its only recourse is to relate the statement to its prior knowledgeabout the functions of eyes and eyelids. Any such knowledge must have meaning in it tobe knowledge, and that meaning is B's alone. But then B's prior knowledge could onlyhave become meaningful either by being related to other meaningful knowledge or bybeing abstracted from B's direct experiences. At some point, B is forced to abstract itsown meaning independently, and make its own meaningful connections to this abstractedmeaning in order to ground the whole process. While B may be able to understand sucha statement in due course, it could not do so until it had abstracted an equivalent set ofconcepts to those held by A, and perhaps an equivalent set of reasoning or connectingtechniques.If meaning could be inherent in an agent then it would most likely be in the sensethat the actions an agent takes were meaningful to it simply because that is what it did;meaning could be argued to arise through being. This particular line of thinking does notstrike me as very plausible, chiey since it may imply that things such as �re demonstratedunderstanding by my de�nition. In any case, this possibility will not be of much help toan agent unless it also has ways of acquiring other knowledge, and, even if it were luckyenough to have that inherently as well, ways of seeking out new meaning when faced withnew situations. So, whichever way one looks at it, an agent which understands, and canalso build on that understanding, must have some way of abstracting new meaning.This important secondary mechanism for understanding has been frequently over-looked in the past | giving it a di�erent name such as abstraction provides a basis forexcluding it from discussions on understanding. By including it under the banner of un-derstanding, we are forced to acknowledge the vital role it plays; we are encouraged toforgo our analytic mindset for a more synthetic one. With this we conclude that, in order4This particular example is used to allow understanding here. However, I suspect that this sort ofcommon sense fact is far in advance of what any agent, arti�cial or not, might �rst use as an atomic basisfor its knowledge. 7



to understand, an agent must be able to learn from the outset. Here learning is used asa general, inclusive term which encompasses all the plausible mechanisms by which anagent might discover, develop or otherwise acquire and exploit meaning.So, having initially sought to produce intelligence, our focus has shifted from there tounderstanding and meaning, and now to learning. This establishes a connection betweenTuring's intelligence test, and his suggestion that arti�cial intelligence might be producedin an agent capable of learning from sensory interactions with the world. While not statingthat learning will lead to understanding, I do argue that if understanding is possible inan arti�cial agent, then it will only occur through learning. I would also argue thatunderstanding is such a vital element in what we consider to be intelligence, that arti�cialintelligence itself can only be achieved through learning.Befre we consider the implications of these conclusions, there is a �nal point to makeabout meaning. While directly transferring meaning between unlike agents has been ruledout, there is some possibility that meaning could be transferred through some copying orcloning process between identical or su�ciently similar types of agents. Such transferswould be desirable in mass-producing the likes of mobile robots intended for domesticuse, where no two environments are alike, all environments change to some degree overtime, and an ability to understand the environment and events within it would be highlyadvantageous to such robots.However, we cannot rule in the possibility of directly transferring meaning either | ifWalter Freeman has it right, then any disruptions to stable dynamic patterns of behaviourmay well destroy the meaning in them. Clearly this is an issue to be researched. Perhapsit will motivate another urry of activity on the question of \what is meaning?".5 LearningWhat is Learning? Little has changed since Minsky observed that there were \too manynotions associated with learning" [14]. But is this necessarily a bad thing? If we acceptthat understanding is required for intelligence, and that this necessarily means an arti�cialagent must acquire its own meaning, then these agents are going to need all the help theycan get | we would like them to understand every aspect of their operations, whichmeans that they should learn everything at some point. Any mechanism which adds toor accelerates the acquisition of meaning and understanding capabilities should rightly becalled learning.It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate speci�c forms of learning suited tothe task (as has been done in [18]) but there are a number of observations we can makeand constraints we can place on any learning system which is employed for this purpose.Firstly, the notion of symbol grounding [9] becomes crucial to e�orts along these lines.It is clear that a great deal of our mental activity is of a symbolic nature, but equallyclear that these symbols do not oat as castles in the air, detached from the reality ofthe non-symbolic individual nerve impulses which give rise to them. Symbol grounding8



is intimately connected to understanding: it asks how meaning can be made intrinsic inthese symbols rather than parasitic on the meaning in our own minds which we associatewith symbols.Unfortunately the word \grounding" implies that this occurs in a top-down fashion.Like Harnad [9], I see this problem as able to be tackled only from the bottom up: wemust ask how we can abstract meaning from experience and, in e�ect, encapsulate thatin a symbol, not how we can take a symbol and relate it to experience. To obtain a validsymbol to relate to experience implies that we have already grounded it in part. Symbolgrounding is the major open problem to address in attempting to emulate the sort ofunderstanding which we use in our everyday lives.A second important consideration in learning is the role of the learning agent's environ-ment. Signi�cantly, there should be one if we want learning to be an ongoing, \lifelong"process. Otherwise agents will simply run out of things to learn. The way the agentinteracts with and experiences this environment will have implications to the meaningit can abstract from it. For example, autonomy in the choice of actions taken in theenvironment will provide more scope for learning than prescribed (automatic) actions.Prescribed actions may even preclude understanding since there is no meaning intrinsicin the particular choice of actions.The wide variety of learning activity evident in the natural world has many lessonswhich can be transferred to our arti�cially intelligent systems. However, the wholesaleapplication of observations and insights, as commonly occurs in much AI research, simplycannot be expected to work if understanding is our goal. So we must question what wecan legitimately give to our learning agents, and how they might both take that material,and gather other material from their environments. A number of principles along theselines, suggested for use with autonomous mobile robots but having considerably moregeneral application, have been developed in [18].6 On the Other Hand. . .The conclusion that autonomous agents must learn from the lowest level upwards, in orderto understand and form the foundation for intelligent systems, is somewhat daunting.Although the need for learning in robots, for example, is widely acknowledged (e.g. [7]),in general, learning tends to be seen as best deferred until most other issues are dealtwith [3, 10, 16]. It is di�cult to �nd anywhere a comprehensive learning-based approachto either robotics or general AI aims gets more than a passing or indirect mention (e.g. in[26]). This seems to be due to arguments against it such as the following from [6]:
9



One idea that has fascinated the Western mind is that there is a general-purposelearning mechanism that accounts for almost all of the state of an adult humanbeing. . . .AI students often rediscover [this idea], and propose to dispense withthe study of reasoning and problem solving, and instead build a baby and let itlearn these things. We believe this idea is dead, killed o� by research in AI(and linguistics and other branches of \cognitive science"). What this researchhas revealed is that for an organism to learn anything, it must already know alot. Learning begins with organised knowledge, which grows and becomes betterorganised. Without strong clues to what is to be learned, nothing will get learned.If this argument is not simply based on the principle known as the hermeneutic circle| interpretation requires understanding; in turn, understanding requires interpretation[25] | then it is certainly very closely related to it. And in turn, both are closelyrelated to what I have been saying. However, both deal only with our dominant wayof understanding, viz. developing knowledge (understanding as a noun) from existingknowledge through generalised reasoning (cf. interpretation). While the last sentencequoted above raises an issue I shall have to return to later, neither that argument nor thehermeneutic circle appear to take any account of how knowledge or understanding mightarise or occur in the �rst place.For example, consider the fact that each of us is an adult human being teeming withknowledge, and yet each of us began life as a fusion of two simple cells. Neither of thesecells has any knowledge as far as anyone can tell, at least not in the explicit declarativesense implied by those arguing against learning from this standpoint. There are twopoints to make from this. First, the development of humans from embryo to adult occurson a continuum. This suggests that any observations consistent with the objection abovewould be better explained as a tightly coiled but ever-advancing \hermeneutic helix" thanas a circle which suddenly comes into existence at a certain stage of development.5Second, this argument can be seen to focus solely on \knowing that" (declarativeknowledge) while ignoring \knowing how" (procedural knowledge). We might then askhow it could be that an embryo devoid of \knowing that" acquires it, and the meaningimplicit in it, if it is not inherent in the embryo from the beginning?6 I shall shorten thisterm to \know-that" and agree with Ryle's argument that the path to acquiring it liesin utilising the right kinds of the corresponding \know-how" [19]. For example, when ababy is born it does not know that crying will bring it attention, but it does know how tocry | or does it?5I have recently wondered whether basket weaving may provide a better metaphor for the under-standing processes involved (unfortunate associations with \basket cases" aside. . . ). By the time humansubjects are old enough to provide data in which clear relationships can be seen, the basket is takingshape, and it is easy to ignore the loose ends. But a basket's strands all start as individual threads, andonly a few are added to the basket at a time in its early stages. Despite its scru�y, ad hoc nature, theway a bird constructs a nest may be a more accurate model still | new strands can be added at anytime, can be of a wide variety of forms, but soon lose their individual importance as the nest takes shape.Importantly, the nest is made using imprecise skills out of what is available; in contrast, an apparentlysimple, repetitive basket weaving pattern can mask a good deal of complex preparation and precise skills.6The radical suggestion that declarative knowledge is indeed present in an embryo has been made |and (thankfully) rebutted. For example, see [25]. 10



I am more comfortable with the suggestion that the baby simply cries, and does notreally knowmuch (if anything) at all. To know implies meaning, which must be abstractedsomehow or be inherent in the �rst place. My conjecture would be that a baby possessescompletely meaningless actions which soon become know-how by being carried out incontexts which emerge as the baby learns. The meaning is self-abstracting if you like| it is context that \gives meaning" to actions. With no reference to a context (e.g. ifexecuted randomly) or with no e�ective context (e.g. if always executed, such as in blindlyaccepting facts) an action is meaningless.Whether or not this conjecture is plausible, there appears to be no corresponding sim-ple trick when it comes to acquiring know-that. To note that some action in some contextyielded some result does not imply that the agent knows this, although it seems likely thatnot storing such information would equally prevent any know-that about it. Regrettably,know-that is the kind of knowledge we usually mean when we talk of understanding inits noun sense. Just what kind of act would be required to produce an item of know-thatI have no particular idea. The research I have read has not been particularly helpful inidentifying speci�c acts which might be emulated. So there will be no hint in this paperof any mechanisms for developing identi�able know-that.Not all is lost, however. No arti�cial agent may be able to understand in this way (yet),but we can. For example, we can usefully relate the above suggestions to the argumentthat \strong clues" are necessary for learning, and make some additional observations.That is, providing pertinent contexts for actions which the agent can accept or reject asit chooses, may well be a su�ciently strong form of clue which is consistent with havingan agent acquire meaning. The more useful an action is in a context, as assessed byan objective observer | such as a critic mechanism within a learning agent | the moremeaningful one could argue that action becomes. The action does not have to changeto increase that usefulness or meaningfulness | just consider the act of eating in thecontexts of being hungry versus it being a certain time of the day or it being windy.However, an agent is not compelled to be objective, and can virtually choose anysubjective context it likes to give meaning to its actions | eating at sunrise and sunsetcan be just as e�ective despite not addressing the underlying problem directly. The sameargument applies to other aspects related to understanding: an arti�cial agent whichis e�ective due to making subjective choices, and increases that e�ectiveness throughlearning, may be easier to produce and consequently preferable to one in which optimalityand/or objectivity is explicitly required. Clues of this and other forms are certainlynecessary to provide an inductive bias [15] so that an agent is able to learn at all, butstrong clues, for all their good intention, may equally bias an agent away from perceivingand acting in its world in useful ways.To summarise, the strongest argument against a learning-based approach is foundedon a limited view of what is involved in understanding and knowledge. It identi�esunderstanding with explicit, declarative knowing that, which is popular, but it does nottell the whole story. Even so, it seems likely that acquiring \know-that" involves know-how, and this know-how may arise when actions are executed in useful contexts. Notingthese actions, and their associated contexts and results are likely to be vital in producingknow-that. If this is indeed the way know-that is to arise, I perceive a counter-argument11



to taking a learning approach.7 Two Major ProblemsOne might ask what is wrong with programming an intelligent system such as a mobilerobot \normally". In doing so, one prescribes actions which are taken in appropriatecontexts, and therefore could be argued to have meaning in them which could conceivablybe exploited. But who is it that puts the actions in context, and thereby gains the meaningif there is any to gain? Clearly it is the programmer, not the system in question, andconsequently there can be no understanding in such a system via this route alone.The alternative route to understanding via conventional programming would be toargue that meaning is somehow inherent in the system and only needs to be exploited.Once again, I don't see any particular merit in this possibility nor do I see precisely howit could be, so I cannot mount a direct argument against it. However, it is clear thatany such meaning may provide the foundation for the system's understanding. One couldargue about how thick this foundation should be, and from what starting point a systemshould learn. The thinner this foundation, the less biased the agent will be towardslearning particular things; it will be able to keep \an open mind" so to speak. Whetherthis is good or bad is perhaps a matter of personal opinion.My opinion is that the weaker this bias, the more likely the learner is to \see thingsthrough its own eyes" and �nd a form of understanding which is more e�cient and naturalto it. I believe this to be the sort of understanding we desire in the longer term, althoughit would come at a price | the learner would have very little to guide it through anenormous space of possibilities, and would take far longer to learn as a result.Nevertheless, it seems useful to consider the implications of starting with a minimalbias | no know-how per se, just a meaningless set of actions. This is also consistent withthe possibility that meaning cannot be inherent in an agent when created. Also, if theconjecture regarding context made earlier is correct, then none of the actions should beassociated with any contexts; any such instincts which do exist will have to be understoodin other ways if they are to be understood at all. The assumption that an agent shouldstart with no meaning whatsoever seems a useful one to make, and will apply from thispoint onwards.There are some immediate implications of making this assumption. Such a set ofactions would be of no use unless the agent can learn to describe the conditions underwhich each action should be deployed. In other words, the agent requires some senseof state to provide the necessary context for each action. This state may be explicitlyrepresented as such, or merely implicit in the conditions learned for invoking each action.We are therefore presenting two credit assignment problems to our agent: the �rst,structural | �nding the features which best describe its state with respect to its en-vironment at any time; the second, temporal | determining which actions in sequenceachieve whatever result is desired from each state. The conjecture that contexts give12



meaning to actions could therefore be interpreted as saying that solving the structuralcredit assignment problem is an act of understanding.Unfortunately there seems to be a circular dependence between these two problemsand their solution is not straightforward. In the temporal credit assignment problem,a learning agent seeks the best action for its state; in the structural credit assignmentproblem, it seeks the best state for each action. Without �nding useful (meaningful?)features to provide context, it cannot e�ectively prescribe suitable actions; without actionstaken in context, it may not gain useful (meaningful?) experience from which it coulddiscover the salient features in its world.The agent is rescued from this dilemma by the notions of subjectivity and objectivity.The dilemma only occurs if we require that any behaviour exhibited by a learning agent beuseful in an objective sense. Do we have any good reason to demand this at all times? Wewould certainly like an intelligent agent to take objectively useful actions in objectivelysensible contexts in due course, but knowing that it must learn these things we must beprepared to give it the time to do so. We should therefore �nd it acceptable if the agentforms its own subjective view of the world, and gradually makes this more objective overtime.However, to say that an agent can contextualise its actions in any way it likes is a littlemisleading. An agent will be limited in the things it can use to do this. Loosely speaking,the only things it has available to provide contexts for its actions in the �rst instanceare other actions it has taken and/or the results it has perceived from taking them. Thereason for this is that the agent will start with no meaning, and the only thing it cando to change this fact is act. The only ways actions can make a meaningful di�erenceis through some perception that an action or actions have been executed and/or someequivalent perception of what happened as a result of that action or actions.Having talked at times of \�rst principles" and \atomic" common sense, we now seethat, at the lowest level, a learning agent's knowledge can only be expressed in termsof actions and the perceived results of those actions. So the crucial issue of knowledgerepresentation, which has been the preoccupation of many AI researchers for most ofits history, becomes highly constrained. There is both good and bad to this: it makesthe problem far harder, as can be seen in the discussion and application of a particularrepresentation of this kind in [18], but it also focuses our e�orts.An important secondary point is that action cannot e�ect change to the agent's sub-sequent activity unless there is perception as well. Furthermore, it does an agent noimmediate good whatsoever to store away some perceived result of an action in some partof memory. The agent can no longer perceive such a result; it must recall it if it needs it| by taking an action to do so. It is di�cult to imagine how these things might occurother than in some controlling centre of an arti�cial intelligence | something analogousto our human consciousness. Regardless, consciousness is an important phenomenon toconsider in any discussion of intelligence, and one which might provide another objectionto the learning approach to AI.
13



8 ConsciousnessAn argument which some people might raise in response to this paper is that quite simplyI have \missed the boat". Rather than understanding being key to intelligence, theywould argue that its most important component is consciousness. The most controversialproponent of this point of view in recent times has perhaps been Roger Penrose [17].While there are certainly more moderate perspectives, I have not encountered any whichhas categorically de�ned consciousness and its relationship to intelligence so that we canassess its importance. As a result it is hard to mount an argument against this position.However, if we consider recent arguments a little further, we can see that consciousnessmay be something that will take care of itself.A plausible perspective on consciousness is that it is epiphenomenal, in other words,something which emerges out of other phenomena which are not themselves conscious ordesigned to produce consciousness. This viewpoint suggests that consciousness is relatedto the brain in a way which is similar to how shadows relate to objects | consciousness isintimately related to brain activity, but is merely a reection of it, not something whichhas the power to inuence that activity.In line with this view, it does not seem unreasonable that consciousness may simply bean artefact of our need to abstract ourselves away from the immediate space of our ownactions and their results (or the motor and sensory nerve signals which implement them)and come to operate in a world described in terms of space, time and other concepts.Consciousness could simply be the sensation of perceiving the world the way we do.This line of thinking has not yet been developed or explored much beyond what isstated here. Since it is also unlikely to be well received, I will not devote any more timeor space here to this possibility. The only statement about consciouness which is likelyto bring any agreement at present is that it remains a controversial issue, and this islikely to be the case for some time. Even if it proves to be the most important element ofintelligence, until we have a much clearer idea of what it is, arguments about consciousnessseem unlikely to advance arti�cial intelligence in a practical sense.9 ImplicationsThere are a few lesser objections to the learning approach to AI which conincidentiallyserve as useful introductions to some of the implications of the arguments I have madeabove. For example, conventional AI researchers might emphasise goal-directed problemsolving as the most important part of intelligent activity. People holding this opinionmight ask why we should demand understanding when, for example, provided a robotsolves the problem of carrying out the correct actions in response to some voiced command,that is all we require.There is little one can do to defend against this argument other than note that theprimary tools of these researchers are knowledge and reasoning. I would be very surprised14



if a system could be produced on this basis which was demonstrably robust in an un-predictable (\real world") environment and in which there was clearly no understandingoccurring in the sense I have discussed. By focusing on understanding, I would hope tobe inclusive rather than dismissive of work which takes this perspective on intelligence.But it is clear to me that the basis upon which this work is currently undertakenis untenable, insofar as it genuinely seeks to produce arti�cial intelligence. Autonomytends to be very limited in these systems, | even in many of those that learn | andthe less control an agent has over its a�airs, the less meaning it can hope to acquire andexploit as the basis for its understanding. Declaring that AI is dead, insofar as we meanthe dominant \knowledge-based", problem-solving approach to it, seems as justi�ed asdeclaring that the learning approach to AI is dead, as was quoted earlier.Of course, I have argued that the learning approach is very much alive. Equally, eventhough I am convinced that due recognition of the roles of meaning and understanding islong overdue in AI circles, I see no reason to abandon any of the work currently undertakenunder the AI banner. After all, once we humans have come to grips with the basics ofliving and laid the foundations of our common sense, we advance our knowledge principallyby learning about and adopting what others have done before us. Our own experiencewill undoubtedly prove invaluable once arti�cial systems start to genuinely understandour world.So the title of this paper is a double-entendre: yes, traditional approaches to AI will notachieve intelligence at all, but, even though we should devote more resource to examiningissues of meaning and understanding, there is genuine value in the AI work which hasbeen done. There also appears to be new life in an approach to AI which had previouslybeen declared dead and buried.The remaining arguments that I have encountered against the learning approach arecomparitively minor. Something of a \straw man" argument comes from Herbert Simon,Nobel Laureate and respected AI pioneer. While apparently committed to the learningcause, he chose to question why learning should have any place in AI systems at all [21].His argument can be loosely summarised as \why bother programming a computer tolearn to do something, when it is far easier to program it to do the thing directly". Thispresumes that if one has the speci�c knowledge available to program a machine to learnto perform a speci�c task, then one also has the knowledge to program the machine todo the task itself.While this may be true, can we really expect it to scale up? Our world is simply toodiverse, dynamic and complex to expect that we could ever program all the knowledge anintelligent system might need to get by in it. If we are not to program these systems withworldly knowledge, then who will?7 The obvious candidates are the systems themselves,that is, they should learn. Of course, this does not imply that systems should learn7Rodney Brooks has objected that worldly knowledge need not be programmed into autonomousmobile robots at all. In [18] I argue that this argument also su�ers from what amounts to a scalingproblem. Yes, there are certain types of intelligent behaviour | even forms of reasoning and planning [5]| which might plausibly arise through interactions with the environment, but it is more plausible thatwe will need some form of world modelling to do these things in the sophisticated way we desire.15



virtually everything through experience. Surely if we are able to concisely describe certainthings, it would be advantageous to program these descriptions into these systems?My response to this suggestion is just as pragmatic as Simon's argument. If oneintends to learn in the longer term, then, especially given the doubts raised here over theabsolute need to have existing knowledge to acquire more knowledge, why not learn inthe short term as well? Why change horses in midstream so to speak? If one has usefulinformation, then it seems more defensible to teach it to the agent, rather than programit, if one seeks a mature, experienced sort of agent that one can have con�dence in. Andif what I have argued earlier has merit, then an arti�cially intelligent agent will need thisability to learn from the moment it �nds itself in a position to experience new things,that is, from the outset.Lastly, and in a similar vein, it may be that I am vastly overestimating the extent towhich knowledge, as I have discussed it, dictates our behaviour. It may be that beliefsunderlie a lot of what we consider to be intelligence. If this were the case, it might seemto make sense to program things in the current fashion, and hope that, in due course,arti�cially intelligent agents could make genuine sense of these things.There are three things to say about this. First, while beliefs may be at the heartof much of our intelligence | for example, in the statement of Hooke's Law which gaveme the courage to have a bungy cord tied to my ankles and launch myself o� a bridge| we can gain meaning and understanding from beliefs by placing them in hypotheticalcontexts (\if Hooke's Law were true, then I should survive this. . . "), or by reasoningabout them and relationships between them (. . . since when an object attached to bungycord falls to its lowest point where the cord is most likely to break, that object must beessentially stationary and a fall from there would be safe). Provided this understandingis borne out by experience, we have no need to challenge these beliefs. While they maybe cornerstones of our existance, they do not necessarily spread like a cancer through ourknowledge, allowing only other beliefs to arise from them.Second, the only way an agent will in due course make sense of any of the beliefs wetry to give it, will be in the way I have described above, namely by learning in a way whichleads to meaning and understanding. Last, the further we go down the path of encodingmore and more beliefs using so-called knowledge representations, the bigger the potentialwaste of e�ort if it proves that these representations cannot be adopted by agents withthe capacity to understand. There are already enough eggs in this basket. I suggest itis time to transfer a good deal of our e�orts from this potentially fruitless task to onewhich, while di�cult, at least addresses the fundamental issue of intelligence.10 ConclusionAI systems are not what they used to be. In fact, they never were | �fty years of advancesin computing technology has done little to turn the wishful thoughts of yesteryear intopractical sophisticated systems for today. Despite a seemingly reasonable focus during16



much of this period on knowledge and reasoning, these things are impotent unless placedin the wider context of understanding, and allowed to take on real meaning.A failure to pinpoint precisely what meaning is does not prevent us from placing limitson how it may be exploited as a basis for understanding, provided we accept the widelyheld viewpoint that meaning is purely an internal, \personal" property of intentionalobjects, that meaning and understanding are inseparable, and that there are only twomechanisms by which understanding may occur. Together these imply that meaningfulknowledge cannot be transferred from an agent of one kind (e.g. human) to one of adi�erent kind (e.g. a robot). All knowledge must be regenerated in a receiving agentby that agent in order to be genuinely understood by it. Understanding is an act ofattributing meaning to something, and this meaning can only be arise through learning.The learning approach to AI, while having considerable intuitive appeal, has beendiscredited in the past. However, the strongest of the arguments against it fails to accountfor how knowledge �rst comes into existence. It ignores issues of symbol grounding and, ine�ect, identi�es meaning with representation. Other arguments can be mounted againstthe learning approach, but none are particularly strong. Perhaps the greatest concernabout this approach is making it practical.In this regard, prior to, if not concurrent with, addressing the issue of symbol ground-ing, learning agents will encounter two other important problems: the structural creditassignment problem and the temporal credit assignment problem. The only things anagent can use to represent the solutions to these problems in a meaningful way are theactions it takes in its environment, and the results it perceives from doing so.These considerations will restrict the kinds of learning techniques which can be used toachieve arti�cial intelligence and understanding. Nevertheless, there is merit in persistingwith otherwise unsuitable methods, since they will likely bring at least insights which willbene�t agents capable of understanding them.But the central message is clear: AI, as it is practiced by most researchers, is dead. Itcannot hope to achieve its aim because there is no meaning in the systems it creates; thereis only meaning in the minds of its creators. So let us embark on a quest for meaning:what it is, how it arises, and how we can use it to create the kind of systems that peoplehad in mind when they coined the term \arti�cial intelligence". Long live that kind of AI!References[1] John R. Anderson. Cognitive Psychology and its Implications. W. H. Freeman, NewYork, 1995. (4th Edition).[2] Paul Armer. Attitudes towards intelligent machines. Symposium on Bionics, 1960.Reprinted in Edward A. Feigenbaum and Julian Feldman (eds), Computers andThought, McGraw-Hill, 1963, pp. 389{405.17
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